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ABSTRACT 
This paper is concerned with simultaneous reduction to triangular and companion 
forms of pairs of matrices A, Z with rank(1 - AZ) = 1. Special attention ih paid to the 
cast where A is a first and Z is a third companion matrix. Two types of simultaneous 
triangularization problems are considered: (1) th c‘ matrix A is to be transformed to 
upper triangular and Z to lower triangular form, (2) both A and Z are to he 
transformed to the same (upprr) triangular form. The results on companions are made 
coordinate free by characterizing the pairs A, Z for which there exists an invertible 
matrix S such that S-‘AS is of first and S- ‘ZS is of third companion type. One of the 
main theorems reads as follows: If rank(Z - AZ) = 1 and ~5 # 1 for every eigenvalue 
a of A and every eigenvalur 6 of Z, then A and Z admit simultaneous reduction to 
complementary triangular forms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A and Z be (complex) m X tn matrices. We say that A and Z admit 
simultaneous reduction to upper triangular forms if there exists an invertible 
m X ~1 matrix S such that S- ‘AS and SY’ZS are upper triangular. In 1896, 
Frobenius [8] investigated this property, which has since become well 
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understood. It can be characterized in different equivalent forms, e.g. as 
semicommutativity of A and 2 or as solvability of the Lie algebra generated 
by A and Z. For details, see [14], [ 111, [12], and the references given there 
(cf. also [16]). 
Recently another kind of simultaneous triangularization has received 
attention. We say that A and Z admit simultaneous reduction to complemen- 
tary triangular forms if there exists an invertible m X m matrix S such that 
S-lAS is upper triangular and S-’ ZS is lower triangular. The motivation for 
this type of reduction comes from systems theory. Indeed, there is a close 
connection with the problem of complete factorization of rational matrix 
functions. For more information, see [I] and the references given there. A 
particular instance of complementary triangularization arises in the theory of 
2D systems [9]. 
For simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms no com- 
prehensive theory is yet available. For special classes of matrices, such as 
upper triangular Toeplitz matrices, companion matrices, and rank one and 
Jordan matrices, results have been obtained in [l], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], and 
[15]. In several of these publications, attention is paid to cases where A - Z 
has rank 1, and in this context there is a relation with the problem of 
simultaneous reduction to first (or second) companion forms (cf. [3] and [5]). 
In the present paper, we focus on the multiplicative version of the rank 
one condition, i.e., we consider matrices A and Z for which rank(Z - AZ) = 1. 
Here simultaneous reduction to first and third (or second and fourth) 
companion matrices enters the picture. For the convenience of the reader we 
include the definition of these different types of companions. 
An m X m matrix A is called a first companion matrix if it has the form 
where a O,...,a,,,-l are complex numbers. An m X m second companion 
matrix is the transpose of an m X m first companion matrix. An m X m 
matrix Z is called a third companion matrix if it has the form 
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where =()> . . > z,,, - 1 are complex numbers. An m X m fourth companion 
matrix is the transpose of an m X m third companion matrix. 
Now let us describe the contents of the present paper. In order to make 
the connection with the additive rank one case, we begin by recalling some 
of the main results from [l], [3], and [5]. 
THEOREM l.l.A [I, Theorem 0.21. Let A and Z be m X m matrices with 
rank( A - Z) = 1. Suppose A and Z have no common eigenvalues. Then A and 
Z admit simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms. 
THEOREM 1.2.A [l, Theorem 0.31. Let A and Z be m X m first companion 
matrices. Then A and Z admit simultaneous reduction to complementary 
triangular forms if and only if there exist orderings CY~,. , a,,, of the eigencal- 
ues of A and {,, . . , {,,, of the eigenvalues of Z such that 
If A and Z are m X m first companion matrices, then rank(A - Z) < 1. 
Note that [l, Theorem 0.31 is concerned with second companion matrices. 
The result for first companion matrices can be obtained by taking transposes. 
THEOREM 1.3.A [5, Theorem 0.11. Let A and Z be m X m first companion 
matrices. Then A and Z admit simultaneous reduction to upper triangular 
forms if and only if there exist orderings aI,. . . , a,,, of the eigenvalues of A 
and I,,..., (,,, of the eigencalues of Z such that 
q=ll;, k=l,...,nz-1. 
The result in [5] referred to above actually deals with simultaneous 
reduction to upper triangular forms of sets (rather than pairs) of first 
companion matrices. See also [5, Theorem 0.41. 
TIWOREQ 1.4.A [3, Theorem 0.11. Let A and Z be m X m matrices. Then 
there exists an invertible m X m matrix S such that S-‘AS and S- ‘ZS are first 
companion matrices if and only if A - Z can be written as 
A - Z = bc’, 
where b, c E C’“’ and b is a cyclic vector for A. 
Recall that b E C”’ is a cyclic vector for A if the vectors b, AB, , A”‘- lb 
are linearly independent (i.e., they form a basis for @“‘I. For a generalization 
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of Theorem 1.4.A to sets of matrices and block companions, see [5]. Note 
that A - Z can be written as a dyadic product 1~“ if and only if rank(A - Z) 
< 1. The point in Theorem 1.4.A is that b should be cyclic for A. Finally, 
observe that Theorem 1.4.A can be used to make Theorems 1.2.A and 1.3.A 
coordinate free (cf. [3] and [5]). 
Next, let us turn to the multiplicative analogues of the results cited 
above. 
THEOREM l.l.M. L&A and Z he m X m m&rices with rank(I - AZ) = 1. 
Suppose (~5 # 1 for every eigenculue LY of A and every eigenvulue < of Z. 
Then A and Z admit simultaneous reduction to complementary triangulur 
f 0lWl.Y. 
If A is an m X m first companion matrix and Z is an m X m third 
companion matrix, then rank(I - AZ) < 1. 
THEOREM 1.2.M. Let A be un m X m first companion mutrix and let Z be 
an m X m third companion matrix. Then A nnd Z udmit simultaneous reduc- 
tion to complementary triangular forms if and only tf there exist orderings 
al>. ‘. > a,,, of the eigenvulues of A and l,, . . , l,,, of the eigenculues of Z such 
thut 
Ttn!zonEM 1.3.M. Let A be an m X mfirst compunion m&-ix und let Z be 
an m X m third companion matrix. Then A and Z admit simultaneous reduc- 
tion to upper triangulur forms af and only af there exist orderings (Y , , , a,,, of 
the eigenvalues of A and c,, . . , t,,, of the eigenvalues of Z such that 
ffk& = 1, k=l,...,m-I. 
TtrE~nu?.vt 1.4.M. Let A and Z be m X m matrices. Then there exists un 
invertible m X m matrix S such that S- ‘AS is u first and S- ‘ZS is u third 
compunion matrix if und only if the matrix I - AZ cun be written as 
I - AZ = bc“, 
where b, c E C”’ and b is u cyclic vector for A. 
Analogues of Theorems 1.2.-M-1.4.M for second and fourth companion 
matrices (instead of first and third) can be obtained by taking transposes. 
Theorem 1.4.M may be used to make Theorems 1.2.M and 1.3.M coordi- 
nate free. We leave the details to the reader (cf. [3] and [5]>. Theorem 1.1.14 
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is a corollary to Theorems 1.2.M and 1.4.M. Indeed, the rank condition 
means that Z - AZ can be written in the form I - AZ = bcT. The key 
observation is now that the condition on the eigenvalues implies that b is 
cyclic for A. For details, see Section 4, which also contains the proof of 
Theorem 1.4.M. 
Theorems 1.2.M and 1.3.M are proved in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. 
The latter also contains a discussion of the combinatorial condition on the 
eigenvalues of A and Z appearing in Theorem 1.2.M. 
Theorems l.l.M, 1.2.M, and 1.3.M are concerned with the existence of an 
invertible matrix S such that S-‘AS and S ‘ZS are triangular matrices. It is 
possible to amplify the results by supplying information about the orders in 
which the eigenvalues of A and Z may appear on the diagonals of S’AS 
and S’ZS, respectively. In fact, it is these refined versions that are 
presented below. 
The theorems marked with an M are multiplicative analogues of those 
marked with an A. A discussion of the relationship between the two sets of 
results is presented in Section 5. The main observation is that Theorem 
l.l.M is a stronger result than Theorem l.l.A. Section 5 also contains some 
comments about possible generalizations. 
A polynomial approach for simultaneous triangularization of companion 
matrices is developed in [I5]. 
We finish the introduction with a few remarks about notation and 
terminology. All matrices to be considered have complex entries. The n X n 
identity matrix is denoted simply by I, the order of the matrix always being 
clear from the context. The determinant and rank of a matrix H are written 
as det H and rank H, respectively. The superscript T signals the operation of 
taking the transpose of a matrix or vector. Whenever convenient, matrices are 
identified with linear operators. The restriction of a linear operator A to an 
invariant subspace M of A is denoted by AIM. For the null space and image 
of A, we use the expressions KerA and Im A, respectively. The linear hull of 
a set of vectors c,, , u,, in C”’ is denoted by span[v,, , cn]. The symbol w 
stands for “end of proof.” 
2. SIMULTANEOUS UPPER TRIANGULAR FORMS 
OF COMPANION MATRICES 
We begin with some remarks about the four different types of companion 
matrices described in the introduction. Let m be a positive integer, and let R 
denote the m x m reversed identity matrix, i.e., 
Rej=e,,,+l-,, j=l ,...,m, 
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where e,, . . . , e,,, is the standard basis in C”‘. Note that R is its own inverse. 
An m x m third (fourth) companion matrix is obtained from an m x m first 
(second) companion matrix by pre- and postmultiplying with R. The inverse 
of an invertible first companion matrix is a third companion matrix. An 
analogous observation holds, of course, for second, third, and fourth compan- 
ion matrices. 
In the remainder of this section we discuss simultaneous reduction to 
upper triangular forms of pairs of companion matrices. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions for pairs of first (or of second) companion matrices were 
given in [3] and [5]. H ere we consider pairs involving a first and a third 
companion matrix. Similar results hold for pairs consisting of a second and 
fourth companion matrix. 
The following lemma is a counterpart of [5, Lemma 1.11 and [3, Lemma 
2.31. Whenever convenient, matrices will be identified with linear operators. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be an m X m first companion matrix, let Z be an 
m X m third companion matrix, and let M be a nontrivial invariant subspace 
for both A and Z. Then the restriction AIM of A to M is invertible, and 
(&I) -I = Zlw 
Proof. Let r be the dimension of M, so 1~ r Q m - 1. Since A is 
nonderogatory, we have M = Ker p(A), where P(h) = PO + P,h 
+ * *. + p,_+-1 + A’ is a divisor of the characteristic polynomial of A. Put 
ML =(x~@“‘lxrm=Oforall mEM). 
Then M L = Im p(AT), and M L has dimension s = m - r. 
The matrix AT is of second companion type. Hence M J_ = Im p(AT) is 
spanned by the s linearly independent vectors 
r 
c Pjej+ka k = l,...,s, (2.1) 
j=O 
where p, 5 1 and, as before, ei,.. ., e,,, is the standard basis in C”‘. 
Let M be the quotient space C”‘/M ‘. Whenever convenient, the 
element x + M L of in? with representative x EC”’ will be denoted by x*. 
Since ML is an invariant subspace for AT, we can introduce the linear 
operator A^ on i%? by stipulating that k! = ATx + MI. From the description 
of ML as the linear hull of the vectors (2.1), it is clear that C”’ is the direct 
sum of span[e,, . . . , e,] and MI. Hence e^,, . . . ,2, is a basis for G. With 
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respect to this basis A has the (second companion type) matrix representa- 
tion 
0 0 -Po 
1 0 - Pl 
A^= 0 1 - P, 
0 0 1 - Pr-1 
Note in this context that p,e, + . . . + p,_ le, + ATe, = p(A?‘)e, E ML. 
Next, let us turn to the third companion matrix 2. Write A4 = Ker 9(Z), 
where 9(h) = 9O + 9,A + * *. + 9r_lh’-1 + h’ is a divisor of the characteris- 
tic polynomial of Z. Then M ’ = Im y(Zr ) is spanned by the s linearly 
independent vectors 
(2.2) 
j=O 
where 9,. = 1. Comparing the systems of vectors (2.1) and (2.2) spanning the 
same subspace M ‘, and recalling that p, = 9, = 1, we obtain p,y, = 1 and 
pj = '9,-j a j=O ,...,I-. 
90 
(2.3) 
Now introduce the linear operator Z on &! = C”‘/M’ by stipulating 
that &=ZTx+M’. The matrix representation of Z with respect to the 
basis e^ ,, . . ,e*, in A? has the (fourth companion) form 
-9,-1 1 0 0 
- 92 1 0 
- 91 0 1 
- 90 0 0 
and (2.3) implies that A is the inverse of Z. 
We finish the argument by taking advantage of the duality between 
C”‘/ M L and M. Indeed, for m E M and x E C”‘, we have && = x^, so 
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ZTA“x-r~ML and ( ZTATx - x)rm = 0. The latter identity can be rewrit- 
ten as xT(AZm - m) = 0. Since x E C”’ was taken arbitrarily, it follows that 
AZm = m, m E M. In other words A],,, is the inverse of ZI1v,. n 
For another proof of Lemma 2.1, in the same vein as that of [5, Lemma 
1.11, see [7]. Of course 15, Lemma 1.11 can also be proved using the method 
employed in the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
The diagonul of a matrix K = (kij)I~~i=, is the ordered m-tuple 
(k, ,, , k,,,,,,). The next result is a refined version of Theorem 1.3.M in the 
introduction. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be un m X rnfirst companion matrix and let Z be an 
m X m third companion matrix. Let LX,, . . , CY,,, be an ordering of the eigenvul- 
ues ofA and let II,..., l,,, be an ordering of the eigenvulues of Z. Then there 
exists an invertible m X m matrix S such that S’AS and S’ZS are upper 
triungulur with diagonals (cY,, . , a,,,) and (ll,. . . , i,,,>, respectively, if and 
only if 
qJk = 1, k = l,...,m-I. (2.4) 
Since companion matrices are nonderogatory, the matrix S (provided it 
exists) is unique up to multiplication on the right with an invertible upper 
triangular matrix (cf. [2, Proposition 2.111 and the remark following Theorem 
3.2 below). 
The proof that we shall present below gives more information than is 
needed to establish Theorem 2.2 as it stands. The extra details are printed in 
italics. 
Proof. We start with the “only if” part. Let e,, . . , e,,, be the standard 
basis in C”‘, and put N = span[e,, , e,,, _ i]. Then N is an invariant subspace 
for both S-‘AS and S’ZS. Applying Lemma 2.1 to M = S[N], we obtain the 
following result. Write A, (Z,,) for the matrix obtained from S-‘AS (S’ZS) 
by omitting the lust row and column. Then A, is invertible with inverse Z,,. 
Note that A,, is upper triangular with diagonal ((~i,...,cy,,,_,) and Z,, is 
upper triangular with diagonal (ii, . . . , 5,,, _ I ). It follows that (2.4) is satisfied. 
Before we turn to the “if” part of Theorem 2.2, we need some prepara- 
tions. For z in @ and k =O,...,m-1, write 
zj-i-ke, 
I’ 
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The vectors G;,(Z) can be used to describe the invariant subspaces of the first 
companion matrix A (see [13, Section 2.11, Exercise 221; cf. also [3] and [5]). 
Analogously, the vectors of the form w,(z) = RG~(z), where R is the m X m 
reversed identity matrix, can be employed to describe the invariant sub- 
spaces of the third companion matrix 2. There is an interesting relationship 
between spans of the vectors cj(z> and spans of the vectors w,(l/z). Indeed, 
for z f 0 and n = l,..., m, WC have 
span[v,,(z) ,..., 0,,_,(z)] =span zL [ T,,(f) >...> G(;)]. (2.5) 
This can be proved by brute computation, but we prefer the following 
“geometric” argument. 
By C,,,,,(z) we denote the m x m first companion matrix associated with 
the polynomial (A - z)“‘. Thus C,,,,>(z) is the unique m X m first companion 
whose characteristic polynomial is (A - z)“‘. Since z # 0, the matrix C,,,,,(z) 
is invertible, and 
c,,,,,(z)-‘=c l 3. ,,I - ) ( i z (2.6) 
where C 3,,(1/z) is the m X m third companion matrix associated with the 
polynomial (A - l/zP. Both C,,,(z) and C,,,(l/z) are unicellular. The 
unique n-dimensional invariant subspace for C,,,,(z) is given by the left 
hand side of (2.51, and the unique n-dimensional invariant subspace for 
C,,,(l/z) is given by the right hand side of (2.5). From (2.6) it is clear that 
C,,,,(z) and C,,,,,(l/z) h ave the same invariant subspaces, and it follows that 
(2.5) is satisfied. 
After these preparations, we are ready to give the proof proper of the 
“if” part of Theorem 2.2. For j = 1,. . . , m - 1, let rj be the number of t E 
11 , . . . , j - 1) such that (Y~ = aj. Now let the first m - 1 columns of the m x m 
matrix S be given by 
Se, = v,i( ‘y.j) > j=l ) . ) n2 - 1. (2.7) 
The last column Se,,, of S is taken independently of Se,, , Se,,, ~ 1, but 
otherwise arbitrarily. Since the vectors (2.7) are linearly independent, the 
matrix S is invertible. A straightforward computation shows that S-‘AS is 
upper triangular with diagonal (a,, . , a,,,). The mntrix obtained from S-‘AS 
by omitting the last row and column resembles the upper triangular Jordan 
form. 
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It remains to prove that S-‘2s is upper triangular with diagonal 
(C 1,. . ., l,,). For j = 1,. . ., m - 1, put N, = span[e,, . . , ej] and M, = S[ Nj]. 
From (2.4) and (2.5) it is clear that Mj is Z-invariant. But then N, is 
invariant for S-‘ZS; hence S-‘ZS is upper triangular. The statement about 
the diagonal of S- ‘ZS follows from (2.4) and the “only if” part of the 
theorem. n 
3. SIMULTANEOUS COMPLEMENTARY TRIANGULAR FORMS 
OF COMPANION MATRICES 
In this section we consider simultaneous reduction to complementary 
triangular forms of companion matrices. Necessary and suffkient conditions 
for pairs of second (or of first) companion matrices were given in [l]; see also 
[3] and [5]. Here we consider pairs involving a first and a third companion 
matrix. Analogous results hold for pairs consisting of a second and a fourth 
companion matrix. 
We begin with an intertwining lemma similar to [l, Lemma 3.11. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be an m x m first companion matrix and let Z be an 
m x m third companion matrix. Let aI,. . . , a,,, be the eigenvalues of A, and 
let C,, . . , J,, be the eigenvalues of Z. Define 
L 0 0 0 
iz ” i,,l-I(%,i,,, -1) 
. 53 . J,,, -I(Q,J,,, - 1) 
. . 54 ” r,,,-,(~,,,i,,t - 1) 
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in other words A = (L?~~)::,=~ and 2 = (z,,)~~~=,, where 
-I 
0, j < i, 
ffJ' j = i, 
ai.i = (yjlj - 1, j=i+l, 
Ii+," .Yj-l(“jij-l), j&i+Z, 
-I 
0, j > i, 
ij a j = i, 
‘ij= Lyjlj-l, j=i_1 
lj+l"' ai-l(ajSj-l)> jgi-2. 
Also introduce T = (tij)lll,=, by stipulating that 
,,I 
c tijA”‘~‘=(Aa,-l)...(Aai_,-l)(A-~j+,)...(A-~,,,). 
j=l 
Then 
detT = 
and the intertwining relations 
TA=AT, TZ=gT 
are satisfied. 
Proof. Analogous to that of [l, Lemma 3.11. Introduce the bidiagonal 
matrices 
E, = 
1 0 
- a1 1 
0 -cYp 1 
- C-Y ,,I - 1 
1 
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I 
1 -12 0 
0 1 - 5.3 
E, = 1 ‘., 
- . i,H 
1 
Consider E,T. It is easy to check that 
E,T = ’ t 
[ 1 0 DF’ 
where (1 t) is the first row in T, D is an (m - l>X(m - 1) diagonal matrix 
with diagonal ((~~1~ - l,cw,(, -l,..., (Y,,~_,~,,~ -l>, and f is an (m-1)X 
(m - 1) matrix of the same type as T associated with the (m - l)-tuples 
(a ,,...,cx,,,_~) and Cl, ,... ,i,,,>. Th e f ormula for det T is now obtained by 
induction. 
To prove the intertwining relation TA = AT, it suffices to show that 
E,TA = E,AT. The latter identity can be checked by direct computation. 
The work is facilitated by the fact that EIA is a simple bidiagonal matrix: 
E& = 
Note that E,z has an analogous form. This can be used to verify the identity 
TZ = ZT. n 
We are now ready to prove Theorem I.2.M from the introduction. In fact 
we shall establish the following more detailed result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be an m X m first companion matrix and let Z be an 
m x m third companion matrix. Let a,, . . . , a,, be an ordering of the eigenval- 
ues of A, and let ll,. . , J,,, be an ordering of the eigenvalues of Z. Then there 
exists an invertible m x m matrix S such that S- ‘AS is upper triangular with 
diagonal (a,, . , a,,,) and S -‘ZS is lower triangular with diagonal Cl,, . . , (,,,I 
if and only if 
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Since companion matrices are nonderogatory, the matrix S (provided it 
exists) is unique up to multiplication on the right with an invertible diagonal 
matrix. Here, as in the remark following Theorem 2.2, one might refer to 
[2, Proposition 2.11. What we use of this proposition is this: If P is a 
nonderogatory upper (lower) triangular matrix and U is an invertible matrix 
such that U-‘PU is again upper (lower) triangular and has the same diagonal 
as I’, then U is upper (lower) triangular too. 
Proof. For the “only if” part, use a straightforward modification of the 
corresponding argument in the proof of [l, Theorem 3.21. For the “if” part, 
employ Lemma 3.1. Thus S (or ruther its inverse T), S-IAS, und SY’ZS ure 
obtained in an explicit uq. w 
Let A be an nz X m first companion matrix, and let 2 be an m X m 
second companion matrix. There are several cases in which one can verify 
that there do exist orderings (Y ,, , a,,, of the eigenvalues of A and il,. , l,,, 
of the cigenvalues of Z such that 
In fact, the situation is rather similar to that in [l, Section 31. 
Let us give on example. Suppose A is an arbitrary m X m first compan- 
ion matrix and Z is the m X m nilpotent lower triangular Jordan block (i.e., 
Z is the nilpotent m X m third companion matrix). Then, given an ordering 
ai, ‘. . > a,,, of the eigenvalues of A, there exists an invertible (lower triangu- 
lar) m X m matrix S such that S- ‘AS is upper triangular with diagonal 
(ff i,. . .,cY,,,) and S-‘2s is lower triangular (with zeros on the diagonal). 
Additional details can be obtained from Lemma 3.1. These fit nicely with 
[2, Theorem 3.31. 
We conclude this section with a remark concerning the (combinatorial) 
ordering condition (3.1). Let A and 2 be m X m matrices (companions or 
not). By .Y(A, Z), we mean (the possibly empty) set of all nonzero eigenval- 
ucs T of A such that 7-l is an eigenvalue of Z. There exist orderings 
oi>.‘.>o,,, of the eigenvalues of A and 5,). , l,,, of the cigenvalues of Z such 
that (3.1) is satisfied if and only if there exists an ordering pi,. . . , T,~ of the 
(different) elements of Y(A, Z) for which 
5 m,(Tp)+ i m, b 
i I 
<m+l, q=l ,...,s. 
,’ = 1 ,’ = ‘, J’ 
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Here m*(~,,> denotes the algebraic multiplicity of T,, as an eigenvalue of A, 
and m,(l/r,) d enotes the algebraic multiplicity of l/~r, as an eigenvalue of 
2. The proof is similar to that of [5, Proposition 2.21. 
4. SIMULTANEOUS COMPANION FORMS OF PAIRS OF MATRICES 
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem l.l.M and to show that our 
previous results on pairs of companion matrices can be made coordinate free. 
The latter is accomplished by proving Theorem 1.4.M. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4.M. The “only if” part of the theorem is obvious. 
So we can concentrate on the “if” part. 
Assume that I- AZ can be written as I- AZ = bc’, where b, c E 62”’ 
and b is a cyclic vector for A. Then [b Ab * . * A”‘- ‘b] is invertible with 
inverse V, say. For j = 0,. . . , m - 1, let nj be the (j + 11th row of V, and put 
aj = - vjA”‘b. Now introduce the invertible m x m Hankel matrix 
a1 a2 ... a,,,_, 1 
a2 ... a,,,_1 
H= : .: ..’ 
a ,n - I 1 
1 0 . . . 
and write S =V-‘H. Then S’AS is a first companion matrix (with 
- a,, . . , - a,,_, in the last row). It remains to prove that S-‘ZS is of third 
companion type. 
Let e,,..., e,,, be the standard basis in C”‘. Then S-lb = H-‘Vb = H-‘e 1 
=e ?,,. Hence, for j = 2,. . . , m, 
ejT_l(S-‘AS)(S-lZS) =eT_,(I-S-‘bcTS) =efll, 
Since S’AS is a first companion matrix, we have that eT_ ,S’AS = e:. So, 
for j = 2,. . . , m, the jth row of S’ZS is equal to e,‘_i. In other words, 
S’ZS is a third companion matrix. W 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A and Z be m x m matrices with ra& I - AZ) = 1. 
Suppose that for each complex A, the rank condition 
rank[Al-A AZ-~]=m 
is satisfied. Then there exists an invertible m X m matrix S such that S’AS is 
a first and SIZS is a third companion matrix. 
An analogous result involving second a.nd fourth companion matrices can 
be obtained by taking transposes. The rank condition amounts to requiring 
that the (linear) matrix polynomials AI - A and AZ - I be (left) polynomi- 
ally coprime (cf. [l, Theorem 5.21). Proposition 4.1 is an amplification of 
Theorem 1.4.M. There is an analogous amplification of Theorem 1.4.A 
involving the rank condition rank[AI - A Al - Z] = m, A E C. 
Proof. Write I- AZ = bc“ with b,c EC”‘. Take A E @, u E C”‘, and 
assume that 
u“( Al - A) = 0, UT12 = 0. 
Then uT(AZ - I) = AuTZ - u7‘ = uT(AZ - Z) = uTbcT = 0. Since rank[AI - A 
AZ - I] = m, it follows that u = 0. So rank[AZ - A b] = m, A E @. But then, 
by the Hautus test from systems theory (see [IO]), the vector b is cyclic for 
A. Apply now Theorem 1.4.M. W 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A and Z be m X m matrices with rank(I - AZ) = 1. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) There exist invertible m X m matrices S and T such that S’AS, S’ZS, 
T-‘AT, and T-‘ZT are first, third, second, and fourth companion 
matrices, respectively. 
(ii) The matrix I- AZ can be written as I- AZ = bcT with b a cyclic vector 
for A and c a cyclic vector for ZT. 
(iii) For each complex A, the rank condition 
rank[ AZ - A AZ - I] = rank ti_‘: 
[ 1 =m 
is satisfied. 
(iv) For every eigenvalue (Y of A and every eigenvalue 5 of Z, the product al 
is not equal to 1. 
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Clearly (i) and (ii) are symmetric in A and 2 [for (i) use the reversed 
identity matrix]. As is well known, the matrices I- AZ and I - ZA always 
have the same rank. From this we see that (iv) is symmetric in A and Z too. 
The symmetry in (iii) is obvious from the fact that one can restrict oneself to 
nonzero A. This also applies to Proposition 4.1. 
Proof. Write I - AZ = 1~’ with b,c E C”‘, and note that 1) and c are 
essentially unique. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is now immediate from 
Theorem 1.4.M. Clearly (iv) implies (iii), and we see from Proposition 4.1 
that (iii) implies (i). It remains to prove that (ii) implies (iv). 
Let a and l be eigenvalues of A and Z, respectively. Choose nonzero 
vectors x and y in C”’ such that .urA = CXX?‘ and Zy = ly. Since 12 is cyclic 
for A, wc have that 
XT[b Al, ... A”‘-‘b] # 0. 
Now x’[b Al? . . . A”‘-‘b]= xTh(l a . .. a”‘-‘); hence ~‘12 # 0. In an 
analogous way, using the fact that c is cyclic for Z“, one proves that c’y f 0. 
But then 
(l-(wl)xTy=xT(I-AZ)y=(xTb)(cTy)fO, 
and it follows that ai f 1. n 
Theorem l.l.M is now an immediate corollary to Theorems 3.2 and 4.2. 
In fact we have the following more detailed result. 
COROLLAKY 4.3. Let A and Z be m X m matrices with rank(I - AZ) = 1. 
Suppose cu[ # 1 for every eigenvalue (Y of A und every eigenvulue ( of Z. Let 
aI> ” > a,,, be the eigenvalues of A (in any order), and let il,. . . , l,,, be the 
eigenvalues of Z (in any order). Then there exists an invertible m X m matrix 
S such that S - ‘AS is upper triangular with diagonal ((Y,, . . , a,,,> and S - ‘ZS 
is lower triangular with diagonal (l,, . . , {,,,I. 
Again the matrix S is unique up to multiplication on the right with an 
invertible diagonal matrix. Combining the proofs of Theorems 1.4.M and 3.2, 
(the inverse of) one of the matrices S having the desired properties can be 
obtained in a rather explicit way. For this S, we have that S’AS = A and 
S’ZS = 2, where A and Z are as in Theorem 2.4. 
We conclude this section with a remark about cyclic vectors. Let A and 
Z be m x m matrices, and suppose rank(Z - AZ) = 1. Then rank(I - ZA) = 1 
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too, and we can write 
I- AZ = bcT, I - ZA = py“, 
with 19, c, p, y E C”’ essentially unique. Assume b is a cyclic vector for A. 
Then there exists an invertible m x m matrix S such that S ‘AS is a first and 
SP ‘ZS is a third companion. Let R be the m X m reversed identity matrix, 
and put T = SR. Then T-‘AT is a third and T-‘ZT is a first companion 
matrix. Hence p must be a cyclic vector for Z. Is there a simple relationship 
between 11 and p? 
To answer this question, we introduce the vector 
where det(h1 - A) = A”’ + ~1,,,-~A”‘-l + . . . + u,h + ~1~~. Thus l’(, is the first 
column of the matrix S constructed in the proof of Theorem 1.4.M. This 
matrix has the property that S-‘AS is of first and SP ‘ZS is of third 
companion type. But then, with the exception of the first, all rows of 
1 -(S-‘ZS)(S-‘AS) are zero. Since I -(S-‘ZS)(S--‘AS’) = SLf~q7‘S, it fol- 
lows that p is a scalar multiple of the first column of S. In other words, p is a 
scalar multiple of Ijo. 
From the above, we may conclude that the vector p,, is a cyclic vector for 
Z. In the case when A is invertible, this can also bt seen as follows. By the 
Cayley-Hamilton theorem, p. = - u,,A-‘13 with ~1,) # 0. Now A-’ - Z = 
Ap’bcT with A-lb cyclic for A-’ and Z. Hence p. is cyclic for Z. 
5. REMARKS AND GENERALIZATIONS 
First, let us return to the introduction and discuss the relationship 
between the two sets of theorems appearing there. 
We begin by noting that under the additional assumption that A or Z is 
invertible, the theorems marked with an M can be derived easily from those 
marked with an A and vice versa. Indeed, if (for example) A is invertible, 
then A - Z can be written as A(Z - A-‘Z) and 1 -AZ as A(A-’ - Z). 
For Theorems l.l.A and 1.1.M something extra can be said. The point is 
that even when neither A nor Z is invertible, Theorem l.l.A can be deduced 
from Theorem l.l.M. To see this. choose 7 such that A - 71 is invertible. If 
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A and 2 have no common eigenvalues, then ((x - ~)-l(l- T) # 1 for every 
eigenvalue LY of A and every eigenvalue J of Z. Also 
so I --(A - 71)-‘(Z - ~1) has rank one. Applying Theorem 1.l.M to A - r1 
and Z - ~1, we now see that these matrices admit simultaneous reduction to 
complementary triangular forms. But then the same is true for A and Z. 
These considerations justzfy the conclusion that Theorem l.l.M is a 
stronger result thun Theorem l.l.A. 
Next, let us discuss some possibilities for generalizing the results ob- 
tained in this paper. Theorems 1.2.A and 1.3.A have been extended to sets 
(rather than pairs) of matrices (cf. [5]). An analogous generalization can be 
established for Theorems 1.2.M and 1.3.M. The results can be completed by 
adding information about the order in which eigenvalues may appear on the 
diagonals. Theorem 1.4.A admits an extension involving sets of matrices and 
block companions (see [5]). A similar generalization can be obtained for 
Theorem 1.4.h4. The details are left to the reader. 
Finally, we note that the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 4.2 can 
be placed in a wider context. Indeed, using the Hautus test as in the proof of 
Proposition 4.1, one can establish the following result. 
kt A and Z be m X m matrices with rank(I - AZ) = k. Write I - AZ = 
BC“, where B und C are m X n matrices and rank C = k. Then 
rank[B AB . . . A”’ - ‘B ] = 711 (5.1) 
if and only if for each complex A the condition 
is satisfied. 
rank[Al-A AZ-11-m (5.2) 
The proof of the “if” part does not use the assumption that rank C = k. The 
condition that (5.2) is satisfied for each complex A amounts to requiring that 
the matrix polynomials Al - A and AZ - I be (left) polynomially coprime. 
In systems theoretical terms, (5.1) can be rephrased by saying that the pair 
(A, B) is controllable. 
The foundation fm this paper was laid when the authors were at the 20th 
Functional Analysis Seminar organized by V. Ptcik and P. Vrbova’ in Liptovsky 
]$n, Czechoslovakia, May-]une 1989. 
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